142 Academic Advisors Recognized (Fall 2022-Spring 2023)

416 Appreciating Academic Advisors submissions received
382 Students recognized their Academic Advisor
34 Supervisors/Colleagues recognized an Academic Advisor
Fall 2022-Spring 2023 Recognized AAA Advisors

• Rosalyn Ancrum
• Kelsey Ashford
• Amanda Barney
• Liliana Benitez
• Eli Bert
• Kate Blanton
• Jane Bouknight
• Rebecca Boyd
• Allison Brillhart
• Caitlyn Brockington
• Avette Brown
• Bill Brown
• Della Bryant
• Claudia Carriere
• Katy Caulder
• Kimberly Chamberlain
• Gabby Coggin

• Morgan Collins
• Chelsea Corbett
• Sara Corwin
• Lacie Cottrill
• Francoise Crowell
• Barb Cuevas
• Alexa Dean
• Mike Dial
• Ellyn Domanico
• Nora Dragovic
• Crystal Edmonds
• Kyle Elekwa
• Pinkney Epps
• Moe Fadel
• Michael Flansburg
• Cam Fowler
• Travis Gardner

• Valerie Gardner
• Wyatt Geist
• Jess Goff
• Kelsey Grant
• Amanda Heinsman
• Lexi Hinson
• Melissa Hooks
• Shamauri Jenkins
• Mary Joy
• Judith Kalb
• Deanie Kane
• Jasmine Kendrick
• Neal Kolnik
• Lauren Kozlik
• Marilee Kuehl
• Leah Lindsey
• Sophie Legare
Fall 2022-Spring 2023 Recognized AAA Advisors

- Jenny Leist
- Elizabeth Leverette
- Leah Limbaugh
- Laken Long
- Leslie Lovelace
- Tinesha Mableton
- Alan Marsee
- Keith Martin
- Anna May
- Jessica McCartha
- Sabrina McClure
- Sara McConville
- Alexis McGill
- Sam McMillion
- Kasey McNair
- Tyler McNamara
- Meredith McNeice
- Kara Montgomery

- Kevin Metcalf
- Julia Middlebrooks
- Bridget Miller
- Ashley Mills
- Kara Montgomery
- Martiez Moore
- Caleb Morris
- Edward Morris
- Wanda Mujica
- Brittany Noble
- Ben Ostick
- Sarah Patneaud
- Lauren Pfeiffer
- Lisa Pierce
- Cierra Pinckney
- Jay Pou
- Tara Powell
- Shane Prater
Fall 2022-Spring 2023 Recognized AAA Advisors

- Hannah Quire
- Mikaela Rea
- Anna Redwine
- Jenna Rees White
- Cami Reid
- Stephanie Richards
- Grace Riley
- Marissa Rittermeyer
- Katherine Ryker
- Lauren Sanborn
- Mary Jo Schroeder
- Alex Shay
- Brian Shelton
- Kate Snelson
- Hannah Shikle
- Jordan Simmons
- Katherine Snelson
- Brittany Sparks

- Megan Stanley Myers
- Alyssa Stephens
- Dora Stryffeler
- Liz Thomas
- Kay Thomas
- Charles Tisdale
- Anna Tompkins
- Carrie Turner
- Tanner Ulland
- Susan Vinson
- Heidi Waltz
- Josh Weakland
- Lorie White
- Viviana Williams
- Andrew Winterfeldt
- Catherine Wishkes
- Lori Ziolkowski
Gift Card Winners

Carrie Turner, College of Engineering & Computing

Dr. Pinckney Epps, Opportunity Scholars Program

Grayson Morgan, Geography

Kimberly Chamberlain, HRSM
Academic Advisor Training & Professional Development

Level Four Certification

- University Policy Training
- Career Advising Reflection
- My USC Experience Reflection
- Special Student Population Review
- Advising Practice Reflection
- Advising Relational Skills Reflection
- Advising Theory Review
- Professional Conference Presentation Proposal
Academic Advisor Training & Professional Development

Level Four Certification

Sarah Jusiewicz, College of Engineering & Computing

Lauren Kozlik, Darla Moore School of Business

Caleb Morris, Arnold School of Public Health

Viviana Williams, College of Arts & Sciences/University Advising Center